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w xThe problem of describing when a semigroup algebra K S is right
Noetherian is much more complicated. If S is an abelian monoid, then
w x w xGilmer 4 showed that K S is Noetherian if and only if S is finitely
generated. If S is a submonoid of a polycyclic-by-finite group, then it
w x w xfollows from Quinn's result 16 that K S is right Noetherian if and only if
S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals. On the other
w x w xhand, if K S is left and right Noetherian or K S is a right Noetherian
w xring satisfying a polynomial identity, then Okninski 13 showed that S isÂ
w xfinitely generated. Clearly if K S is right Noetherian, then S satisfies the
ascending chain condition on right congruences, and it has been shown by
w xHotzel 7 that for some special classes of such semigroups, S necessarily is
finitely generated. In general it is unknown whether a semigroup satisfying
the ascending chain condition on right congruences is finitely generated.
w xConcerning the converse, recently it has been shown by Gateva-Ivanova 2
Ž w x.see also 3 that certain finitely presented semigroup algebras are left and
right Noetherian.
In the first section of this paper we describe when a semigroup algebra
w xK S of a submonoid S of a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group G
is right Noetherian. It turns out that if G is nilpotent, then S contains a
normal subgroup F of the quotient group H of S such that HrF is
w xabelian-by-finite. It follows that a semigroup algebra K S of a submonoid
of a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group is right Noetherian if and
only if it is left Noetherian.
As a consequence of the description of right Noetherian semigroup
w xalgebras K S of submonoids of nilpotent-by-finite groups, we obtain that
S is necessarily finitely generated. In the second section we show that this
w xis also the case for arbitrary right Noetherian semigroup algebras K S
w xprovided that K S has finite Gelfand]Kirillov dimension or S is Malcev
nilpotent.
Another natural step on the way to understanding the structure of
Noetherian semigroup algebras, and constructing new examples of such
rings, is to determine when semigroup algebras are prime Goldie. In the
third section we give a description of this class of algebras. This extends
Zelmanov's theorem on prime semigroup algebras satisfying a polynomial
w xidentity 18 .
1. CANCELLATIVE SEMIGROUPS
 4 Ž . Ž .Let A s a ‹ i g I be a subset of a group G. By gr A or gr a ‹ i g Ii i
we denote the subgroup of G generated by the set A. The semigroup
² : ² : 1generated by A is denoted A or a ‹ i g I . As usual, S stands for thei
monoid obtained by adjoining an identity element to S.
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We begin with two lemmas that relate the ascending chain conditions of
w xa semigroup algebra K S to that of semigroup algebras of some subsemi-
groups and homomorphic images of S.
Recall that a subsemigroup T of a semigroup S is said to be grouplike,
if, for any s g S and t g T , either st g T or ts g T implies s g T.
LEMMA 1.1. Let K be a field and let T be a grouplike subsemigroup of a
semigroup S.
1. If S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals, then so
does T.
w x w x2. If K S is a right Noetherian K-algebra, then K T is a right
Noetherian K-algebra.
Proof. Since T is grouplike, it is obvious that
1 w 1 x w xIS l T s I and JK S l K T s J ,
w xwhere I is a right ideal of T and J is a right ideal of K T which is a
K-subspace. The result is now clear.
LEMMA 1.2. Let S be a submonoid of a group G, and let H be a normal
subgroup of G. Let S denote the image of S in the group GrH. Suppose that
either H : S or H is finite. Then, S satisfies the ascending chain condition on
right ideals if and only if S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right
ideals.
Proof. Clearly one implication is obvious. For the converse assume S
satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals, and suppose S has a
strict increasing chain of right ideals:
a S ; a S j a S ; ??? .1 1 2
Let b s a be such that a S is maximal among the right ideals a S, k G 1,1 i i k
and such that a S contains infinitely many right ideals a S with j G i. Leti j
I denote the set of the corresponding indices j. Now consider the right1
ideals a S with j g I but j / i. Repeatedly using the above argument wej 1
obtain elements b , b , . . . in S such that1 2
b S = b S = ??? .1 2
So, for any i G 2,
b s b si iy1 i
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for some s g S. Hencei
b s b s ??? s ,i 1 2 i
and therefore
b s h b s ??? s s b s ??? s hX ,i i 1 2 i 1 2 i i
for some h , hX g H. If H : S, the latter yields that b g b S, a contradic-i i i 1
tion with the choice of a , a , . . . . On the other hand if H is finite, then1 2
there exists infinitely many indices i with the same h . Hence there existi
n ) i G 1 such that
b s h b s ??? s s b s ??? s .n i 1 2 n i iq1 n
So b g b S, again a contradiction.n i
The next lemma shows that a Noetherian cancellative semigroup con-
tains many conjugates.
LEMMA 1.3. Let S be a left cancellati¤e semigroup. If S satisfies the
ascending chain condition on right ideals, then, for any a, b g S, there exists a
positi¤e integer r such that arb g bS1.
Proof. Let a, b g S. Consider the following ascending chain of right
ideals of S:
abS1 : abS1 j a2 bS1 : abS1 j a2 bS1 j a3bS1 : ??? .
Since S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals, there exist
positive integers n ) i such that
anb g aibS1.
Because, by assumption, S is left cancellative it follows that any ib g bS1.
The following lemma on submonoids of finitely generated 2-nilpotent
groups is crucial to the main theorem of this section.
LEMMA 1.4. Let S be a nonabelian submonoid of a torsion-free finitely
generated nilpotent group of class 2. If S satisfies the ascending chain
condition on right ideals, then S contains a nontri¤ial central subgroup.
Proof. Let x and y be two noncommuting elements of S. Since the
quotient group G of S is 2-nilpotent the commutator element z s
yy1 xy1 yx is central in G.
Ž .We claim that the group gr z, x is free abelian of rank 2. Suppose the
contrary. Then a power of x is central in G. Since G is torsion free, it
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Ž w x.follows that also x is central see for example 10, page 112 , a contradic-
tion.
Ž .Consider the grouplike submonoid T s gr z, x l S. By Lemma 1.1 T
satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals. Hence, by Theorem
w x11.9 in 13 , T is finitely generated. Since z is central, we know from
Lemma 1.3 that for every positive integer n there exists q ) 0 such that
x q zyn q s yyn x q y n g S. 1Ž .
 i j 4Suppose T : x z ‹ i ) 0, or i s 0 and j G 0 . Since T is finitely gener-
ated, choose generators for T of the type
x i1 zyj1 , . . . , x ir zyj r , z jrq 1 , . . . , z jl ,
where all i ) 0 and all j , . . . , j G 0. There exists N G 1 such thatk rq1 l
Ž .j F Ni for k s 1, . . . , r. Take w g T , but w f gr z . Writek k
a a a a1 r rq1 li yj i yj j j1 1 r r rq1 lw s x z ??? x z z ??? z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
all a G 0. Then alsok
w s x bzyc ,
where
r l
c s c y c , c s j a , c s j a G 0,Ý Ý1 2 1 k k 2 k k
ks1 ksrq1
and
r
b s i a ) 0 at least one a / 0 .Ž .Ý k k k
ks1
Therefore
c c c1 2s y 2Ž .
b b b
Ž .and c rb F N. From 1 it follows that T contains elements of the type1
q ynq Ž .x z with n arbitrarily large, and q positive. This contradicts 2 . So our
supposition is false, and therefore T contains an element of the type xyi z j
with i ) 0 and j g Z, or it contains an element of the type zyj with j ) 0.
We claim that there exists k ) 0 such that zyk g S. For this it is
yi j Ž .sufficient to assume that x z g S with i ) 0 and j g Z. Because of 1
we may assume that j / 0. Let x q zyn q g S, q ) 0. Then also xyi q z jq g S
and x iq zyi nq g S. Hence z Ž jyin.q g S. Choosing n large enough, we get
j y in - 0, and thus the claim follows.
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Ž .Working with the monoid gr y, z l S we obtain again from Lemma
1.3, that for any positive integer n there exists q ) 0 with
y q z nq s xyn y q x n g S. 3Ž .
As before, one shows that
gr y , z l S › y iz j ‹ i ) 0, or i s 0 and j F 0 . 4Ž .
Therefore, z j g S with j ) 0, or yyi z j g S, for some i ) 0 and j g Z.
Ž . Ž k .Using 3 we get a positive power of z in S. So we obtain that gr z : S
for some k G 1. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 1.5. Let S be a submonoid of a finitely generated nilpotent
group. Then S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals if and
only if S is finitely generated and the quotient group G of S has a normal
subgroup F such that F : S and GrF is abelian-by-finite.
Proof. We may assume that S is a submonoid of the finitely generated
nilpotent quotient group G of S. Assume S satisfies the ascending chain
w xcondition on right ideals. Note that from Theorem 11.9 in 13 , we know
that S is finitely generated. It is well known that G contains a torsion free
subgroup H of finite index. So T s S l H, being a grouplike submonoid,
also satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals. Note that H is
Ž .the quotient group of T so central elements of T are also central in H .
We proceed by induction on the nilpotency class n of H. The result is
obvious if H is abelian, that is, n s 1. So assume n ) 1. Let H Ž i. be the
ith term of the lower central series of H. Consider the image T of T in
HrH Žny1.. From the inductive hypothesis it follows easily that there exists
m ) 0 with
m mgr x , y : T , for all x , y g T .Ž .
m m Ž1.w xWrite z s x , y , then z s t for some t g T. Hence, wz s t g T l H
Žny1. Ž .for some w g H : Z H . Let a be an arbitrary element of T. Clearly
Ž .gr a, wz is nilpotent of class at most n y 1. So, by the induction hypothe-
Ž . Žsis applied to the monoid gr a, wz l T note that this semigroup is
grouplike in T and thus inherits the ascending chain condition on right
. Ž .ideals , there exists r s r x, y, a ) 0 such that
rrgr a , wz : T .Ž .ž /
w r Ž . r x w r r xSince w is central, a , wz s a , z , and thus
w r r xgr a , z : T .Ž .
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w r w m m xr xNow, if a , x , y s 1 for all x, y g T , then, since H is torsion-free, a
w m m x Ž w x. w m m x Ž .and x , y commute see for example 10 . So, x , y g Z H for all
x, y g T , because a g T is arbitrary and T generates H. Since also
Ž . w x Ž .HrZ H is torsion-free, we get that x, y g Z H . Hence H is 2-nilpo-
tent. Lemma 1.4 then shows that T contains a central subgroup.
w r w m m xr xNow assume there exists u s a , x , y / 1. By Lemma 1.3, for any
¤ g T , ¤y1 uk ¤ g T , for some k ) 0. Similarly, since uy1 g T , for some
l ) 0, ¤y1 uyl ¤ g T. Consequently, ¤y1 uk l¤ , ¤y1 uyk l¤ are invertible ele-
w k l x y1 yk l k lments of T. Therefore also ¤ , u s ¤ u ¤u is invertible in T.
Ž i. w k l x Ž iq1.Clearly, if u g H , then ¤ , u g H for all ¤ g T. If all these units
are trivial, then u generates a central subgroup of T. On the other hand, if
one of these units is nontrivial, we continue this process, and after at most
n y 1 steps we obtain a nontrivial central subgroup of T. So we have
shown that T contains a nontrivial central subgroup.
Since G satisfies the ascending chain condition on subgroups, there
exists a subgroup M of S maximal with respect to the condition that there
exists a torsion-free normal subgroup H of finite index in G so that M is1
normal in H . Let H be a normal subgroup of finite index in H such1 2 1
that M : H and H rM is torsion-free. Consider the semigroup T s2 2 2
S l H . We claim that H rM is abelian. For otherwise, repeating the2 2
above argument to the semigroup T rM whose quotient group is H rM,2 2
we obtain a nontrivial central subgroup of T rM, in contradiction with the2
choice of M.
So we have shown that M : S, M is normal in H , H rM is abelian,2 2
and H is of finite index in G. Let F s F gy1Mg and H s2 g g G 3
F gy1H g. Clearly F and H are normal in G and H rF is abelian.g g G 2 3 3
Hence the necessity of the conditions of the theorem follows.
Conversely, assume F is a normal subgroup of G contained in S and
GrF is abelian by finite. Also assume S is finitely generated. To prove
that S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals, we may
Ž .assume by Lemma 1.2, that F is trivial. Let G be the finite torsiont
subgroup of G. Again by Lemma 1.2, we may also assume, replacing S by
its image in GrG , that G is torsion-free abelian-by-finite, and thust
torsion-free abelian. So S is a finitely generated abelian monoid, and thus
it obviously satisfies the ascending chain condition on ideals.
Let S be a submonoid of a finitely generated nilpotent group such that
S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals. We have shown
that S is finitely generated and the quotient group G of S has a normal
subgroup F such that GrF is abelian-by-finite. It follows that the semi-
w xgroup algebra K S is isomorphic with a crossed product
w xK F SrF , s , g ,Ž .
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Ž .where s : SrF “ Aut F is a homomorphism and g is a two-cocycle with
values in F.
COROLLARY 1.6. Let S be a submonoid of a finitely generated nilpotent-
by-finite group. Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
1. S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals;
2. S satisfies the ascending chain condition on left ideals;
w x3. K S is right Noetherian;
w x4. K S is left Noetherian.
Furthermore, if any of these equi¤alent conditions holds, then S is finitely
generated.
w x Ž . Ž .Proof. We know from Theorem 11.9 in 13 that 1 and 3 are
Žequivalent this is a consequence of Quinn's result on Noetherian rings
.graded by a polycyclic-by-finite group ; and if any of these conditions hold,
w x Ž .then S is finitely generated. By Lemma 11.1 in 13 , 3 is equivalent with
w xK S l H being right Noetherian for a subgroup H of finite index in the
quotient group G of S. Because the necessary conditions in Theorem 1.5
are left]right independent, the result now follows from that theorem.
The symmetry of Corollary 1.6 is similar in flavour to that of semiprime
w xright Noetherian PI-algebras, see 12 , Theorem 13.6.15.
For semigroup algebras of arbitrary semigroups, the approach via the
ascending chain condition on right ideals is not sufficient to establish the
right Noetherian property. In general one would have to work with
the much stronger condition that the semigroup satisfies the ascending
w xchain condition on right congruences. For group algebras K G , this is
equivalent with G having the ascending chain condition on subgroups.
Even for group algebras it remains an open problem to determine when
they are Noetherian.
Remark. The following is an easy consequence of the theorem.
Let S be a submonoid of a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group. Then
S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals if and only if the
quotient group G of S has a normal subgroup H of finite index and a normal
subgroup F such that S l H is a finitely generated semigroup, F : S, and
GrF is abelian-by-finite.
However, Theorem 1.5 is not valid for arbitrary nilpotent-by-finite
groups. The following example shows that one cannot weaken the condi-
tion that S l H is finitely generated to S being finitely generated.
Let G be the group generated by a, b, and c subject to the following
relations: ca s bc, cb s ac, ab s ba, and c2 s 1. Clearly the subgroup A
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generated by a and b is abelian, normal in G, and of finite index. Let S be
the submonoid of G generated by a and ac. It is easily verified that
 i 4  k l 4 nS l A s a ‹ i G 0 j a b ‹ l G 1, k G 1 . Since a b g S l A, for any
w xn G 1, it follows that S l A is not finitely generated. So K S l A is not
right Noetherian. Because S l A is a grouplike subsemigroup in S, it
w xfollows that K S is not right Noetherian.
We note that even if S is a finitely generated submonoid of a nilpotent
w xgroup one does not obtain, in general, that the semigroup algebra K S is
left or right Noetherian.
Indeed, consider the following example. Let G be the group generated
by a, b, and c such that c is central and ab s bac; that is, G is the
Heisenberg group. Let S be the submonoid generated by a and b. Using
the principal right ideals anbS one can construct easily a strict increasing
w xchain of right ideals of S. So K S is not right Noetherian. Similarly one
w xshows K S is not left Noetherian.
2. NOETHERIAN IMPLIES FINITELY GENERATED
In the previous section we have seen that a submonoid S of a finitely
generated nilpotent-by-finite group G is necessarily finitely generated
w xwhen the semigroup algebra K S is right Noetherian. By a well-known
w xGromov result 6 , for a finitely generated G, being nilpotent-by-finite is
Ž w x. w xequivalent with the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension GK K G of K G being
w xfinite. Hence, being a subalgebra, K S is finite GK-dimension as well.
Ž w x.On the other hand, if S is a cancellative semigroup with GK K S - ‘,
then S does not contain free noncommutative subsemigroups. So S has a
Ž . w xtwo-sided group of quotients G. If, furthermore, K S is right Noethe-
w xrian, then clearly also K G is right Noetherian; in particular G is finitely
Ž w x. w xgenerated Lemma 10.2.2 in 15 . Also, by a result of Grigorchuk 5
Ž w x. Ž w x.Theorem 8.3 in 13 , GK K G - ‘.
So the mentioned result of the previous section can also be stated in the
w xfollowing form. If S is a cancellative monoid such that K S is right
Ž w x.Noetherian and GK K S - ‘ then S is finitely generated. In this section
we extend this result to arbitrary semigroups.
We introduce some terminology. A subsemigroup U of a completely
0-simple semigroup J is said to be uniform if it intersects all the nonzero
w xH-classes of a completely 0-simple subsemigroup I of J. It is known 14
Ãthat there exists a smallest completely 0-simple subsemigroup U of J with
Ã ÃU : U : I. The semigroup U is called the closure of U in J.
Let K be a field and R be a semiprime right Goldie K-algebra
generated by a subsemigroup S. Let Q be the quotient ring of R. So
Ž .Q : M D , the ring of n-by-n matrices over a division ring D; and wen
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Ž .may thus consider S as a subsemigroup of M D . It then follows from then
w xstructure theorem of linear semigroups 14, 17 , that S contains an ideal I
contained in a completely 0-simple subsemigroup J of Q in such a way
Ãthat I is uniform in J and J s I. Furthermore, if j denotes the minimal
 Ž . 4rank of nonzero matrices in S, then the set a g S N rank a F j is a
0-disjoint union of some ideals I of this type. These I will be called ideal
uniform components of S.
For further standard terminology and notation on semigroups and
w x w xsemigroup algebras we refer to 1 and 13 . In particular, we shall use the
extension of the notion of nilpotency for groups, defined by Malcev via a
w xsemigroup identity 13 . Some aspects of semigroup algebras of Malcev
w xnilpotent semigroups have been studied in 8 .
w xLEMMA 2.1. Assume that K S is right Noetherian and P is a semiprime
w x w x w xideal of K S such that the natural map K S “ K S rP restricted to S is an
Žisomorphism of S. Let I be an ideal uniform component of S ¤iewed as a
.skew linear semigroup and let T s G l S where G is a maximal subgroup of
Ãthe completely 0-simple closure I of I. Then T satisfies the ascending chain
condition on right ideals of the form AT , where A is a subset of T.
Proof. Let A be a subset of T. If a g A, t g T , s g S are such that
Ãats g T , then ts L a and ts Rt in I. Hence ts g T. Consequently ats g AT.
It follows that ATS1 l T : AT. The converse inclusion is clear. Since
1ATS is a right ideal of S, the assertion follows.
w xTHEOREM 2.2. Assume that K S is right Noetherian. Then S is finitely
generated if one of the following conditions holds:
Ž w x.1. GK K S - ‘,
2. S is a Malce¤ nilpotent semigroup.
Ž .Proof. We use some of the ideas of the proof of case i in Theorem
w x12.6 in 13 .
w 0 x w xSince K S is right Noetherian if and only if K S is right Noetherian,
we may assume that S has a zero element u . We give a proof by
w xcontradiction. So suppose S is not finitely generated. Since K S is right
Noetherian, S satisfies the ascending chain condition on congruences.
Hence there exists a congruence r in S that is maximal with respect to the
property that Srr is not finitely generated. Replacing S by Srr we
therefore may assume that any nontrivial homomorphic image of S is
w xfinitely generated. Because the prime radical P of K S is nilpotent, and
because an algebra is finitely generated if and only if it is finitely gener-
Ž w x.ated modulo the prime radical Lemma 12.5 in 13 , it is enough to show
w xthat the image S9 of S in K S rP is finitely generated. Hence we may
assume that S s S9, and thus S is a subsemigroup of a simple Artinian
Ž .ring Q s M D , for a division ring D.l
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If S has a minimal nonzero ideal, then, as in the proof of Theorem 12.6
w xin 13 , the result follows. So suppose S has no minimal nonzero ideal. Let
I be an ideal uniform component of S.
w x w xSince K S is right Noetherian, we know, by Proposition 12.1 in 13 ,
that S has only finitely many J-classes that contain a nonzero idempotent.
Let w g I be such that S1 wS1 is minimal among the ideals S1 xS1,
u / x g I, determining principal factors containing idempotents. If I does
not contain idempotents, then we take for w any element of I. Since, by
assumption, S has no nonzero minimal ideals, the set J of nongenerators
of the ideal S1 wS1 is a nonzero ideal of S. Note that J is an ideal of I, and
Ã ÃŽ .thus J is also a uniform subsemigroup of I defined in Q and I is its
completely 0-simple closure. By the choice of w, the ideal J has no
² 2:nonzero idempotents. We will now show that S s S _ J . This implies
2 2  4the result as SrJ , and thus also S, is finitely generated since J / u
and any proper homomorphic image of S is finitely generated.
w x 2 mSince K S is right Noetherian, J s D z J for some m G 1 andis1 i
z g J. Clearly we may assume that all z J are maximal among the righti i
Ãideals of S of the form xJ with x g J. Hence, since J : I does not contain
2  4nonzero idempotents, we obtain that each z g J _ J . Put Z s z , . . . , z .i 1 m
To prove that S is generated by S _ J 2, it is sufficient to show that each
2 ² 2:u g J belongs to S _ J . So let u be such an element. Write u s t u ,1 1 1 2 2
where t g Z and u g J. If u g J 2, then, similarly, u s t u , where2 2 2 2 3 3
t g Z and u g J. This procedure may be continued, so that either2 3
u s t t ??? t u for some k G 1, each t g Z, u g J _ J 2, or for all1 2 3 k k i k
n G 1, u s t t ??? u , where t g Z, u g J 2. In the former case u g1 2 3 n i n 1
² 2:J _ J , as required. In the remainder of the proof we show that the
latter case is impossible.
So we have elements t , u g J withi i
u s t u 4Ž .i iq1 iq1
Ã 4and the set t ‹ i G 1 is finite. Next, note that different R-classes of Ii
intersect I in a direct sum of nontrivial right ideals of S. Since S satisfies
Ãthe ascending chain condition on right ideals, this implies that I has
Ž .finitely many R-classes. So, replacing the sequence 4 by some subse-
Ãquence, we may assume that each u belongs to the same R-class of I and,i
if u and u are two consecutive terms in this sequence, theni j
u s t t ??? t u .i iq1 iq2 j j
ÃSo these elements u must be in the same H-class of I. Note also that thei
element t ??? t belongs to the same R-class as t and u . Since alliq1 j iq1 i
the elements t belong to the finite set Z we can refine the sequencej
further so that all the involved t are equal. So all products t t ??? tj iq1 iq2 j
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Ãare also in a fixed H-class. Because I is the completely 0-simple closure of
J, there exists ¤ g J such that the refined sequence u , multiplied on thei
right by ¤ , yields us a situation where our subsequence and all products
X Ž .t s t ??? t coming from the members of this subsequence are iniq1 iq1 j
the same H-class, and this class must be a group, which we denote by G.
Let T s G l S. We have constructed elements uX s tX uX , with uX , tX gi iq1 iq1 i i
T l J. For simplicity we denote these elements again by u and t .i i
The hypotheses and the comments made in the beginning of this section,
imply that G is the group of quotients of T. Hence it follows from Lemma
w x Ž7.21 in 13 that G is finitely generated apply this lemma to the semigroup
QrQ and its completely 0-simple ideal Q rQ , where r is the rank ofry1 r ry1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .matrices in the subset I of Q s M D and Q s a g M D ‹ rank a Fl j l
4 .j , for j s r y 1, r . Hence, again by the comments in the beginning of this
section, G is nilpotent-by-finite. Let N be a nilpotent subgroup of finite
index, say m, in G. Let n be the nilpotency class of N. Refining the
sequence u , u , . . . , and multiplying on the right by umy 1, for some1 2 j
positive j, we may assume that each u , t g T 9 s T l N and t , u g J.i i i i
Because T 9 is cancellative and J does not contain idempotents we obtain a
1 X1 Ž 1strict increasing sequence T 9 u ; T u ; ??? in T 9. Otherwise T 9 u s1 2 i
T 91u for some i G 1 implies u s t u s t ¤u for some ¤ g T X1,iq1 i iq1 iq1 iq1 i
so that t ¤ is the identity of G; but t g T l J and T l J is an ideal iniq1 iq1
.T , so t ¤ g T l J, a contradiction.iq1
We now show that T 9 is a monoid. Since S satisfies the ascending chain
condition on right ideals, there exist k ) l ) 0 such that u S1 : u S1.k l
Refining, if necessary, the sequence u , u , . . . , we may assume that k s 21 2
and l s 1. So u S1 : u S1, and thus2 1
u S1 : t u S1.2 2 2
Hence, there exist u, t g T 9 such that
uS1 : tuS1
and t g N Ž i., the ith group in the lower central series of N. If i s n, then
t s e, the identity of the group N. So T 9 is a monoid. Suppose 0 F i - n.
Again by the ascending chain condition on right ideals of S, there exist
p, q ) 0 such that
t pqqu2S1 : t pu2S1.
Hence, multiplying by typ , the inverse of t p in N, we obtain
t qu2S1 : u2S1.
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Replacing t by t q, we therefore may assume that
uS1 : tuS1 and tu2S1 : u2S1. 5Ž .
Hence, working in the multiplicative semigroup Q
uy1 ty1 uS1 : eS1 ,
where uy1 is the inverse of u in N. Consequently,
tuy1 ty1 uS1 : teS1 s tS1
and thus
z s tuy1 ty1 u g S l N s T 9.
Ž .Clearly 5 also implies that
tu2S1 : utuS1.
Hence we get uS1 : uy1 ty1 utuS1 and thus also
tuS1 : tuy1 ty1 utuS1 s z tu S1Ž .
with tu g T 9 and z g N Ž iq1.. Repeating the argument, after n y i steps,
we obtain, indeed, e g T 9.
Now, since T = T 9 is a monoid, Lemma 2.1 shows that T satisfies the
ascending chain condition on all right ideals. So by Corollary 1.6 it also
satisfies the ascending chain condition on left ideals. Hence, in view
of Lemma 1.1, the chain T 91u of left ideals of T 9 must stabilize, a contra-i
diction.
It follows from the proof that the assumptions of the theorem are
needed in order that the cancellative parts T of uniform ideals of homo-
morphic images of S in semiprime rings are contained in a nilpotent-by-
w xfinite group. So one could strengthen the theorem by assuming that K S
is right Noetherian and every cancellative subsemigroup of a homomorphic
image of S embeds into a nilpotent-by-finite group.
The cancellative parts T appearing in Lemma 2.1 satisfy the ascending
chain condition on right ideals of the type AT , where A is a subset of T.
w xNow, if S is as in Theorem 2.2, either T is a monoid, and thus K T is
right Noetherian and we know its structure from Section 1, or T is
generated by T _ T 2. To prove the latter, one proceeds as in the proof of
Theorem 2.2 by decomposing a given u g T in the form u s t ??? t u ,1 1 2 j j
with t T maximal among all xT with x g T. The number of all possible t 'sj i
may be infinite, but all of them are in T _ T 2. If this decomposition does
not terminate, then it follows as in the proof of the theorem that T is a
monoid, a contradiction.
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We note, however, that a cancellative nilpotent semigroup T satisfying
the ascending chain condition on right ideals of the type AT , A : T , does
not necessarily have a description as obtained in Theorem 1.5.
 i j k 4  k 4Namely, let T s a b c ‹ i G 0, j G 0, k g Z _ c ‹ k g Z , a subsemi-
Ž .group of the Heisenberg group gr a, b, c ‹ ab s bac, ac s ca, bc s cb .
The semigroup T satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals of
the form AT , for A : T , but it is not a monoid, it is not finitely generated,
and its group of quotients is not abelian-by-finite.
3. PRIME GOLDIE RINGS
w xIn 18 Zelmanov described prime semigroup algebras that satisfy a
polynomial identity. In this section we extend his result to a description of
prime Goldie semigroup algebras. We do this in the more general context
of contracted semigroup algebras. The formalism of Munn algebras will be
w xused, cf. 13 . In particular, in this context ( will stand for the usual matrix
multiplication.
We begin with a technical lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let J be a uniform subsemigroup of a completely 0-simple
Ã Ž . < <semigroup with closure J s M G, X, Y, P such that Y s r - ‘. Assume
Ãthat for any maximal subgroup H of J, the semigroup J l H satisfies the right
w xOre condition and K G is semiprime right Goldie. Then
Ž .1. J has a subsemigroup R isomorphic to M T , X, Y, P9 :
Ž .M G, X, Y, P9 , where T is a subsemigroup of G such that G is the group of
right quotients of T ,
w x < < < <2. if K J is semiprime, then X F Y ,0
< < w x3. if X s r and P ( a / 0 fort e¤ery nonzero a g K J , then the0
rings
Ãw x w x w xK R : K J : K J0 0 0
ha¤e the same classical ring of right quotients which is isomorphic with the
Ž w x.classical ring of quotients of M K G .r
Ž .Proof. 1 To construct T we introduce some notation. For x g X,
Ž .y g Y, denote by J the set of g, x, y g J, where g g G. Choose u g X,x y
Ã¤ g Y such that J is contained in a maximal subgroup H of J. Letu¤
 4T s J J : J j u .D u y x¤ u¤
xgX , ygY
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For each x g X, y g Y, choose z g J and r g J . Definex¤ x¤ u y u y
 4R s z Tr j u : J .D x¤ u yž /
xgX , ygY
w x Ž w x.As in 18 or see the proof of Theorem 22.5 in 13 , R is a semigroup
Ž .which is isomorphic with the matrix semigroup M T , X, Y, P9 , where P9
Ž .is the r-by-r matrix with y, x -entry r z . Sinceu y x¤
Ã Ã 4z J r j u s J ,D x¤ u¤ u yž /
xgX , ygY
Ã Ž .we get that J can be identified with M H, X, Y, P9 . By assumption, H is
the group of right quotients of J l H. So, it is easily verified that H is also
the group of right quotients of T.
Ž . < < Ž .2 Suppose X ) r. Let Q be the semisimple Artinian ring of
w x Ž .quotients of K G . There exists a nonzero r q 1 -by-r matrix b over Q
Ž .such that P ( b s 0, where P is a fixed r-by- r q 1 submatrix of P. Since1 1
w xQ is the ring of right quotients of K T , there exists an r-by-r matrix c
w x w xover K T such that b(c / 0 is a matrix over K T . Then b(c can be
w x w xviewed as an element of K R which annihilates K J on the right. This0 0
w xcontradicts the semiprimeness of K J .0
Ž . w x3 Since, by assumption, K H is semiprime right Goldie, the
Ž w x.matrix ring M K H has a right classical ring of quotients, say Q9.r
Ž w x.Hence, for any a g M K H there exists a regular diagonal matrixr
Ž w x. Ž w x.d g M K T such that a (d g M K T . The assertion on the sandwichr r
w xmatrix P is equivalent with the right annihilator of K J being trivial.0
w xTherefore P9( a / 0 for every nonzero a g K R . It follows that P9( a0
Ž w x./ 0 for every nonzero a g M K H , so P9 is a left regular element ofr
Ž w x. Ž w x.M K H . Therefore it is also right regular because M K H isr r
semiprime Goldie.
Further
w xa (d ( P9 g M K T ( P9Ž .r
Ž w x.and the marix d ( P9 is regular in M K H . Sincer
Ãw x w x w x w xK R ( P9 s M K T ( P9 : K J ( P9 : K J ( P9Ž .0 r 0 0
w x: M K H : Q9,Ž .r
we obtain that Q9 is the right ring of quotients of all these rings. As P9 is
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Ã Ãw x w xinvertible in Q9, the natural homomorphism K J “ K J ( P9 is an0 0
isomorphism. Hence
Ãw x w x w xK R : K J : K J0 0 0
have a common ring of right quotients isomorphic to Q9.
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be a field and S be a semigroup. Consider the
following conditions:
w x1. the contracted semigroup algebra K S is prime left and right0
Goldie;
w x2. S does not contain non-abelian free subsemigroups and K S is0
prime left Goldie;
3. S contains a right ideal A and a left ideal B such that AB and BA are
both uniform subsemigroups in a common, completely 0-simple semigroup
Ž .with equal closures, AB s M T , r, r, P , where T is a cancellati¤e semigroup
w xsuch that K T is prime left and right Goldie, and the right and left annihila-
w x w xtors of the contracted semigroup ring K AB in K S are tri¤ial.0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, 1 and 3 are equi¤alent, and 2 implies 3 .
w x w xProof. Assume K S is prime left Goldie. By Lemma 2.2 in 9 , S has0
Ãan ideal I which is uniform in a completely 0-simple semigroup I s
Ž .M G, X, Y, P , where G is a group and X and Y are indexing sets.
ÃFurthermore, I is contained in the left classical ring of quotients, say Q, of
Ãw xK S . Moreover, for any maximal subgroup H of I, H is a group of left0
w xquotients of H l I and K H l I is prime left Goldie. Note that then also
w xthe ring K H is prime left Goldie. Because the ``columns'' of I define, in
w xa natural way, left ideals in the left Goldie ring K S , it is clear that Y is0
 4finite. For simplicity we write Y s 1, . . . , r .
w xAs an ideal of a prime left Goldie ring, K I is prime left Goldie as0
w xwell. Assume now that K S is also right Goldie or that S does not0
Ž .contain non-abelian free subsemigroups; that is, we assume condition 1
Ž .or 2 of the statement of the theorem is satisfied. We claim that then
w x w xK I is also right Goldie. The claim clearly holds if K S is right Goldie.0 0
So, we deal with the case that S does not contain non-abelian free
subsemigroups. From Lemma 3.1 and its right]left dual we know that
< < < < w x w xX s Y s r and K I is right Goldie. Therefore K H l I also is right0
 4Goldie. Moreover, we may assume that X s Y s 1, . . . , r .
Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.1, let
 4  4A s z I j u , B s I r j u .D Dx¤ u y x¤ u y
xgX , ygY xgX , ygY
Ž . w xThen the right left annihilator of R s AB in K S is trivial because it0
Ž . w x Ž .coincides with the right left annihilator of K I . Thus, 3 follows.0
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Ž . Ž .We now prove that 3 implies 1 . Let A be a right ideal of S and B a
Ž . w xleft ideal of S satisfying the assumptions stated in 3 . Since K T is prime
left and right Goldie, the cancellative semigroup T has a left and right
group of quotients, say G. It follows that AB and BA are uniform in the
Ã Ž .completely 0-simple semigroup J s M G, r, r, P .
w x Ž w x .Note that K AB is isomorphic with the Munn algebra M K T , r, r, P ,0
w x Ž w x . w xand also K J ( M K G , r, r, P . Since, by assumption, K AB has zero0 0
w x w xright and left annihilators in K S , and thus also in K AB , it is easily0 0
Ãw xseen that P ( a / 0 and a( P / 0 for any nonzero a g K J . Hence, by0
Ãw x w x Ž .Lemma 3.1, K AB : K J have the same prime left and right classical0 0
ring of quotients. So both rings are prime left and right Goldie. Clearly we
wŽ .2 x Ž .then also obtain that K AB is prime left and right Goldie.0
w xLet L be a nonzero ideal of K S . Then ALB is an ideal of AB and0
wŽ .2 x wŽ .2 xALB : L. If ALB s 0, then BALBA s 0, and thus K AB LK AB0 0
w xs 0. The hypothesis on the annihilator of K AB implies that L s 0, a0
w x w xcontradiction. Therefore, every nonzero ideal of K S intersects K AB0 0
w x w xnontrivially. The primeness of K AB implies that K S is prime.0 0
Ž .For each 1 F i F r, choose e s c , i, 1 g BA, that is we pick ani i
Ãelement from each row of the first column of BA : J : J. Then the free
w x r w xright K G -module M s [ K G with basis e , 1 F i F r, can beis1 i
Ãw xidentified with K J e . Let0 1
w xw : K S “ End MŽ .0 K wG x
w xbe the ring morphism defined via left multiplication, that is, for a g K S ,0
Ž .w a is the matrix of the left multiplication by a in the above basis of M.
w xSince K S is prime, w is an embedding. Clearly in the same way one0
Ãw x Ž .defines a ring isomorphism K J “ End M . Abusing notation we0 K wG x
will denote this map also by w. Hence
Ãw x w x w xw xw K AB : w K S : w K J s End M ( M K G .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 K wG x r
ÃŽ w x. Ž w x. ŽBy the previous we know that w K AB and w K J are prime left0 0
.and right Goldie, and they both have the same classical ring of quotients.
Ž w x. w x Ž .It follows that w K S , and thus also K S , is prime left and right0 0
Goldie.
w xThe main point in the previous theorem is to show that if K S is prime0
left and right Goldie, then S contains a big uniform subsemigroup I which
is ``square,'' that is, has the same finite nubmer of L- and R-classes. The
following example shows that one cannot restrict the assumption to just
being Goldie on one side.
w xFor this we first construct a cancellative semigroup T such that K T is
a left Ore domain, but T is not a right Ore semigroup. Let T be the
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Ž .submonoid of the general linear group GL Q consisting of the matrices2
1 0Ž .of the form , where z g Z and m G 0. So T is generated as amz 2
1 0 1 0 1 0Ž . Ž . Ž .semigroup by the matrices , , and . Let G be the group1 1 y1 1 0 2
generated by these three matrices. Consider the following elements u s
1 0 1 0Ž . Ž .and ¤ s in T. Then, for any integers x, y, z9, y9, the equality1 2 0 2
1 01 0 1 01 0 sx yž /ž / ž / ž /x9 y91 2 0 2
implies
1 q 2 x s 2 x9,
which is impossible. Therefore uT l ¤T s B, and thus T is not a right
Ore semigroup.
1 0Ž .It is easy to verify that the left ideal of T generated by consists ofa b
the matrices of the type
1 0 ,mž /z b2
where z g Z and m G 0. Therefore every left ideal of T is also of ths form
and so T satisfies the ascending chain condition on left ideals. So T is a
left Ore semigroup and therefore G is its group of left quotients. It is
w x Ž w x.w y1 xeasily seen that K G ( K U X, X , s , a skew Laurent polynomial
ring, where U is the unipotent radical of G and s is an automorphism of
w x w x w xK U . It is well known that K G is an Ore domain, and thus K T is a left
Ore domain.
Ž .Let M s M G, 3, 2, P , a completely 0-simple semigroup with P s
1 0 1Ž .. Let I be the following uniform subsemigroup of M:0 1 ¤
T Tu
I s .uT uTuž /T Tu
w x ŽWe show that K I is prime left Goldie while it is not right Goldie0
w x.because of Lemma 2.2 in 9 .
Ã Ž .Denote by Q the 2-by-2 identity submatrix of P, and let J s M G, 2, 2, Q
Ãbe the corresponding completely 0-simple subsemigroup of I. Also, let
ÃJ s I l J. Note that T being a left Ore semigroup implies that uTu is left
Ãw x w xOre as well. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3 in 9 , K J is a left localization of0
Ãw x w x Ž w x. w xK J . Because K J ( M K G , we obtain that K J is a prime left0 0 2 0
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Goldie ring. Consider the natural homomorphism
w x w xw : K M “ M K GŽ .0 2
Ž .given by w A s P ( A. Using the Munn algebra notation, it is easy to see
that
¡ ƒp q~ ¥w xker w s p , q g K G .Ž . ¤p ¤q¢ § 0yp yq
Ž . w x  4By the choice of u and ¤ , it is obvious that ker w l K I s 0 . So0
w x w x w x w xK J ( w K J : w K I ( K IŽ . Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž w x. Ž w x.and M K G is a left localization of w K J . Hence we obtain that2 0
w xK I is indeed prime left Goldie.0
As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 one can easily obtain necessary and
sufficient conditions in order that a contracted semigroup algebra is prime
Žand satisfies a polynomial identity, a result due to Zelmanov see Theorem
w x.22.5 in 13 .
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